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. 1.  INTRODUCTION 
bn 25  March 1998, the Commission adopted a proposal fqt a:European Parliament and 
Council Directive combating late payment in commercial transactions1• 
.  . 
The Economic and Social Committee gave its opinion on the. Commission proposal ·on  10 -· 
September 19982. 
On 17  September, under  th~ co..:decision- procedure, the European- Parliament adopted iri 
the  first  reading 'the Report by the  Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs  arid 
Industrial Policy and the-legislative resolution embodying the _opinion of the European 
·Parliament.  on  ·the  Commission  proposaP;  The  .  European  Parliament  adopted  '27 
amendments,  most  of which the  Commission  finds  acceptable  as -they  clarify  and 
complement  the  original  wording  of the  proposal.  Ip  the  case . of some  of these 
amendments,  t~e Commission -has  accepted the substance of them but has reformulated 
their wording. The Commission therefore presents its amended proposal, the main features 
of  which are described b_elow.  - - I 
'\,  •  •  •  >  ' 
There are  some amendments which the  Commission has riot ·been able  to  accept.  With 
regard to ,the amendment proposing an additional Article concerning the licensing of debt 
collection agencies the Commission:has maintained its original position. The- amendment 
proposing a new Article 6a which would state that Member States' arrangements on legal· 
representation remain unaffected, clearly weakens the original_ text, which siinply allows 
the creditor to choose his representative as long as  the debtor has not disputed the debt, 
and is therefore not acceptable. ThiS is ,also the case with the amendment which modifies 
Article 8(2)  concerning the right to interest from contracting authorities by leaving out the 
words "without the necessity of  a claim". The Commission cannot accept it as it should be 
made  clear  _that  the  contracting  authorities- must  pay  interest  -on  late  -payment 
automati_cally, i.e. without a requestby the creditor.  - ' 
The  amendment  adding  a  new  recital  concerning  perishable· foodstuffs  singles  out  a 
particular sector and is  not acceptable as  it is contradictory to  the general rtatuie. of the 
Directive. The- amendment adding a new paragraph-to Article 9 concerning the hearing of· 
the chairman of the advisory committee does not conform to. the texts ori comltology and 
_cannot therefore be accepted. The amendlnent concerning a new Article 9a on the progress 
report is  made redundant by· the  amendment concerning the review ,of the Directive in 
Al1icle  3(3)  which  the  Commission  accepts.  The  amendment  proposing  a  n.ew  recital 
which  asks . Member  States  to  be  vigilant ·  again_st  unfair  trading  practises  and  the 
amendment  adding  a  new  par,~gtaph which  asks  Member  States  to  take  all  suitable 
measures  to  reduce  long  payrrient- periods  in  Article  3  rather  have  the  character of a 
recommendation and can there(ore not be integrated into the present -Directive.  . 
In-presenting this  amended proposal, the  Co~mission has  equally taken account of the 
opinion ofthe Economic and Social Committee to as large an extent as possible'.  · 
- 1  .  • 
OJ c 168, 3.6.1998, p. 13. 
2  Adopted on 1  0.9.1998, not yet published in the OJ. 
3  . Opinior{Ofthe EJropean Parliament adopted ~n  l'l.09~;J998, not yet published in the OJ.-. 
\- 2 '"I  _, 
2.  COMMENTS ON THE MAJOR AMENDMENTS 
Article 2: Definitions 
Article 2{l)·conceming the definition_ of "commercial transactions" has been clarified in 
order  to  include  undertakings,  which  are  neither  natural  nor  legal  persons.  These 
undertakings  are  unincorporated  companies  such  as  partnerships,  which  would  have 
otherwise escaped the scope of the Directive. The Commission has, however, left out the 
reference  to  the  institutions  of the  European  Union  because  they  are  bound· by the 
Financial Regulation4 which the Commission inte.nds to modify with the aim of  submitting 
the Community institutions to the same rules as contained in this Directive.  .  · 
The term "public authorities" in Article 2( 4) of the original proposal has been changed to 
that of "contracting authorities" and the definition has been simplified. The Commission 
accepts the  principle behind the  Parliament's amendment but has  reformulated the  text 
with the aim of using the existing definitions in the Directives on public procurement and 
not to create a new one. For the purposes of  the present Directive, the new definition also 
comprises the  "contracting e:t;Itities"  which can be  found  in Directive 93/38/EEC.  This 
change is reflected throughout the articles of  the amended proposal. 
. - .  . 
Article 3: Default date, interest and compensation fo.r the damage incurred 
Throughout the Directive, the concept of  the "due date" has been replaced with that of  the 
"default date" as under the laws of virtually all Member States, payment is in. principle· 
due at the time of delivery. It was not the Commission's intention to  modify this, but 
rather to deal with the conditions for, and the consequences of  the debtor's default.·  · 
Article 3(1) has been modified in order to take into account the correct delivery of goods 
and services as a precondition for the debtor's default.  · 
In  order to  define  an  unambiguous  way of calculating  the  default  date,  the  European 
Parliament added a· clarification in paragraph (l)(a) so that the default date is calculated 
from· the receipt of the invoice. This necessitates the insertion of a new paragraph (l)(b) 
where a legal assumption is made that an invoice is deemed. to have been received on the 
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h calendar day following the date of  the invoice unless one of  the parties is able to prove 
receipt at another time. 
The European Parliament raised the need to incite parties to a contract to agree reasonable 
payment periods without forcing them to do  so.  In particular, paragraph (l){d) has been 
added to discourage the parties to agree on payment periods exceeding 45  calendar days. 
Here the Commission has modified the Parliament's amendment by changing the payment 
period from 60 to 45 days in order to avoid excessively long pa0nent periods. While the 
contracting pariies are still in principle free  to  agree longer payment periods, these will 
only  be  valid  if the  buyer  provides  the  seller  with  a  guaranteed  Bill  of Exchange .. 
Paragraph (l)(d) should he read in conjunction with paragraph (l)(e) as the latter indicates 
the consequences ofthe buyer's failure to provide a Bill of  Exchange. 
4  OJLj56,31.12.1977,p.l. 
3 .  . 
I. 
The · Commission  4as  maintained  its  original  t~xt- for  paragraph.  ( 1  )(j)  but  takes  the 
amendment into account within the framework of  further negotiations in the Council. 
A new paragraph 3(3) has been inserted at the request of  the Et.iropean Parliament in order 
to  be  able  to  evaluate  the. effectiveness  of the  Directive.  The  ainendmi:mt  has  been  .  . 
reformulated as the Commission considers that an evaluation should be feasible after.three 
. years· from the .  date. defined in Article 1  0( 1  )' in orqer to allow for changes in the .payment  . 
practices to be examined. -,  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
Article 4: Retention of  title 
.  I 
The Commission has  taken  the  substance of the Parliame11:t's ·amendments concerning 
Article. 4  but  has  reformulated  the  ~ording and  changed  the  order  of the  vadous 
provisions. Paragraphs 1 and 2 now deal with the conditions under which a valid retention 
of  title can be agreed, paragraph 3 describes its effects and-paragraph 4 specifies a  number 
of  areas where Member-States remain free to complement th~ proposed text.  .  .  . 
Article 4(1) has been amended i~ a way that clarifi~s the need for the parties to agree on 
. the use of retention of title. This can be ~one either by way of an· individual contract or 
through a tacit agreement oil the· basis of documents accompanying. the goods or services 
·-concerned. In this context, the Co:rlnnission considers that the limitation to ''commercial, 
transactions" is redundant.  · 
As the former  Article 4(2) concerning the application of  the retention of title to  debts-
payable in single instalments has been deleted, it. was necessary to clarify the clauses in the 
. Annex to indicate that the seller remains the  ow~er of  the goods until the price. has been 
fully paid.  · .  ··  ·  ·  ·  ·  .  .  ··  ·  ·  ·  . · ..  _ 
In Article 4(3), it is now clearly stated that the retention oftitle must be .made enforceable 
against  third parties,  including  the  case of bankruptcy -of the  debtor.  Thi~  ·reflects  the 
current shuation in virtually ·an Member States, where the creditor ·is  entitled to separate 
. the goods in question from the bankrupt's assets.  ·  ·  .  - · 
Article 4(4).gives Member States the right_to  protect tlie. third bona fide  purchaser and 
decide on the treatment of down pa-yments p1ade by the. debtor. They may aiso deal wit!J. 
goods, which aie incorporated in other movable or immovable property. 
Article 7: Trarmsparency in paniiJlic J!)Irocanrement  con~racts 
Article  7  has  been enlarged to  include  the whole -supply ·  ~h~in by requiring the. main. 
contractor to apply the sanie obligation of  transparency-to his subcontraCtors. 
Article 8: Prom?t payment, default date ami automatic ill1lterest 
Article 8(1) has been clarified by defi~ing the defau_h  dates of public  procureme~t more. 
specifically.  The  Commission  accepts ·the  Parliame:nt?s  amendment  in  principle  but 
proposes a ceiling of  ECU 100,000 for smaller contnicts with a maximum default date of . 
45  days whereas the 60-day payment. period is proposed for contracts above that amount. 
4 The Commission considers the 90-day payment period ·as suggested,by the Parliament too 
kmg for the final payment. 
Similarly  ~o Article 7,  Article 8 has also been modified in order to  guarantee the equal 
treatment  of subcontractors  and  suppliers  with  the  main  contractor.  Moreover,  as 
subcontractors and suppliers are in a situation of dependence on the main contractor, the 
latter should be required to provide a guarantee made out to the subcontractor or supplier 
in order to ensure payment of  all the amounts due. 
Article 10: Transposition 
Paragraph 1  0(2) has been modified at the request of the European Parliament in order to 
clarify the original wording. It ~as indeed the intention to allow Member States to adopt 
provisions, which are more favourable to the _creditor.  ·  · 
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Amend~d  proposal for a .  ~ 
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENTANDCOUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
combating late payme!Jt in commercial transactions · · 
.  .  '  . 
/ 
(Text with BEAre  levance)  _ 
.  ,  .  .I 
'/ 
.  (presented by.tpeCommission in·acc~rdance with Article:l89b,ofthe EG  Tre~ty). 
';  ,· 
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6 ORIGINAL PROPOSAL 
THE EUROPEAN P  ARLJA¥ENT AND 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
UNION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the 
European  Community,  and  in  particular 
Article 1  OOa thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the 
Commissions, 
Having  regard  to  the  opiirion  of  the 
Economic and Social Committee6, 
Ac~ing in  accordance  with  the  procedure 
laid down i!l Article 189b of  the Treaty?, 
AMENDED PROPOSAL 
1.  Whereas the European Parliament in  Unchanged 
its  Resolutions  on  the  Integrated 
Programme in favour of SMEs and. 
the craft sector9, emphasised that the 
Commission  should  forward 
proposals  to  deal  with· the problem 
of  late payment; 
. 2.  Whereas  on  12 
Commission 
Recommendation 
periods  in 
transactionsiO; 
May  1995  the  Unchanged 
adopted  a 
on  .  payment-
commercial 
3.  Whereas the European Parliament in  Unchanged 
it§,  Resolution  on the  Commission 
Recommendation  on  payment 
periods in commercial transactions! I 
called  on  the  Commission  to 
consider  transforming  its 
recommendation into a proposal for 
a Council DireCtive· to be submitted 
as soon as possible; 
5.  OJ c 168, 3.6.1998, p. 13 .. 
6  Adopted on 10.9. 1998, not yet published in the OJ. 
7  Opinion of  the European Parliament adopted on 17.09.1998, net yet published in the OJ. 
8  OJ c 3:23, 21.11.1994, p. 19. 
9  COM(94) 207 fmal of3 June 1994. 
10  OJ L 127, 10.6.1995, p. 19. 
II  0JC211,22.7.1996,p.43. 
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4.  Wh~reas  on  29 . May  1997  the  Unchapged 
Economic  and  Social  Committee 
adopted · ·  · an ',  op1mon  on  the 
Commission's  Green  Paper  on 
Public procurement in the European 
Union:  Exploring  the·  Way 
Forward12,  - recommending 
maximum ·  payment  periods  and 
interest on late payments by public 
. authorities; 
5..  Whereas  on  4  June  1997  the  Unchanged· 
Commission  published  an  Action 
Plan for the Single Market13,  which' 
6. 
7. 
8. 
12 
13 
. 14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
underlined  that  late  payment 
rep~esents  an  increasingly  senous 
obstacle  for  the  success  of  the 
Single Market; 
Whereas  on  17  July  1997  the ·Unchanged 
·commission published a Report on 
late  payments .  m  commercial 
transactions1 4,  summansmg  the 
results of  an evaluation of  the effects 
of  the  ~.  Commission's 
Recommendation of 12 May)995; 
Whereas  heavy  administrative  arid .. 7. 
fmancial  burdens  are· placed  on 
businesses,  particularly  small  and 
medium-sized  ones,  as  a  _result  of 
. late  payment; · whereas  moreover, 
late· payments are  a major cause of 
insolvencies. threatening the survival 
ofbusinesses and result in numerous 
job losses; 
whereas  heavy  administrative· and 
financial.  burdens  are  placed  on 
businesses,  particuhrrly  small  and 
medium-sized. ones,  as  a  result-' of 
·the excessive  payment periods  and 
late  payment;  whereas  moreover, 
. these problems. are a m.'ajor cause of 
insolvencies threatening the survival · 
. of  businesses and result in numerous 
job· losses; 
Whereas the differences between the . Unchanged 
' payment rrules  an:d  practices  in the  .  -
OJ C 287, 22.9.1997, p. 92:  . 
CSE(97) 1 final, 4 June 1997, pp. 8 and 38.  - \  . 
OJC216, 17.7.1997,p. 10. 
OJ L 209, 24.7.1992, p. l. 
.OJ L 199, 9.8.1993,.p: 54: 
OJ L  199, 9.8.1993, p. 84. 
OJ L209, 24.7.1992, p.  1. 
.OJ L  199, 9.8.1993, p. 54. 
OJ L 199,9.8.1993, p; 84. 
/  8 Member States  constitute  an 
obstacle to the proper functioning of · 
the  internal  market;  whereas  a 
creditor  who  needs  to  collect 
receivables from debtors situated· in 
several Member States is confronted 
with  widely  . differing  rules  of . 
national  legislation  maki~g  it 
difficult, time· consuming and costly 
for him to do so; 
9.  Whereas  this  has  the  effect  of  Unchanged 
considerably  limiting  commercial 
transactions  between  Member 
States;  whereas  this  is  in 
contradiction with Article 7a of the 
Treaty  as  entrepreneurs  should  be 
able to trade throughout the Internal 
Market  under  conditions  .which 
ensure  that  transborder  operations 
do  not  entail  greater  risks  than 
domestic  sales;·  whereas  it  would 
lead to distortions of competition if 
· different  rules  applied  to  domestic 
and transborder operations; 
10.  Whereas  the  most  recent  statistics  Unchanged 
indicate that there has been, at best, 
no improvement in late payments in 
many  Member  States  since  the 
adoption of the Recommendation of 
12 May 1995; 
11.  Whereas,  in  accordance  with  the  Unchanged  . 
principle  of  subsidiarity  and  the 
principle  of proportionality  as  set 
om in Article 3b of the Treaty, the 
objective  of  combating  late 
payments  in  the  internal  market 
cannot  be  sufficiently  achieved · by 
the  Member States·  acting 
individually  and  can,  therefore,  be 
better achieved by the Community; 
whereas  this  Directive  confines 
itself to  the  minimum  required  in 
order  to  achieve  those  objectives 
and  does  not  go  beyond  what  is 
necessary for that purpose;  . 
12.  Whereas late payment constitutes  a  Unchanged 
breach of contract  which has  been 
made  fmancially  attractive  to 
9 .. 
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debtors in most Member States by 
low- int~rest rates on late paY'ments 
a:D.d!or  slow  redress  procedures; 
-whereas a 'decisive shift is necessary 
to  _  reverse  this - trend  and  the 
consequences. of late payments must 
be such  as  both to  discourage  late· 
payment  and  to  fully- compensate 
creditors for the costs incurred; 
Vi.-'hereas  the· use of  retention of title  13. 
clauses as  a  means of speeding up. 
payment is at present constrained by 
a  nuniber of differences in- national 
law; _-whereas  it  is  necessary  to 
ensure  that  creditors  are  in  a 
position to exercise the- retention of 
title  throughout  the  Conuimnity, 
using a single clause recognised by 
all Member States; 
- ., 
_  Wher~as the use of  retention of title 
clauses  as  a  means of speeding up 
. payment is at present constrained by, 
-a  number of differences in national 
law;·  whereas  it  is  necessary  to 
ensure  that  creditors  are  -in  a 
position to exercise the retention, of 
tit~e  throughout  the  ·Community, 
using a single clause  re~ognised by 
all  · Member  States,  and  that 
excessive length of  pa'yment periods 
and  late  payments -do  not  distort 
·commercial  transactions ·  inr  the 
functioning of  the internal market; 
- --
r-
/  .. 
14.  ·Vlhereas -the  consequences  of late  Un.changed 
payment can  be  dissuasive ·only if 
,  :. 
.i-.J. 
they  are  accompanied  by  redress 
· -procedmes  -which  are  rapid, 
effective.  and  inexpensive  for- the 
creditor; whereas in conformity with 
the ·  ptinciple  of  'non--discrimination 
contained in }\.rticle 6 of the Treaty, 
thes.:: pmcedures should be available 
to  crt:,diton 11-om  a11  M~mber  _States 
'irresp.ect\ve oftheir residence; 
\Vher-eas  public_ authorities handle a  15. 
cor:siderabb volume of payments to 
bus~nesses; 1.-vhereas  strict  payment 
discip1i~1e  on  the  part  of  these 
authD~·iti,es would have a  beneficial . 
•  I,  1  f~"'"  .  ..,.  -..,  . 
~nck.le--t  .. own e rect on tne economy 
as  a  whole;  whereas  for  payment:;; 
-e.xecuted by the Commission it has 
already been decided to  give certain 
creditors the right to receive default 
interest on iatepayments; 
10 
Whereas public authoiities handle a 
considerable volume of payments to 
businesses;  whereas  strict  payment 
discipline  on  the  part  of  these 
•  ~uthorities would have a  beneficial 
trickle-down effect on .the economy 
as a 'whole; whereas, with regard to 
public  contracts,  contracting . 
enterprises  in  tum  likewise  delay 
payments  to  ·. their  suppliers  and 
subcontraCtors,  habitually imposing. 
disproportionate  payment periods  -
, practices  which  seriously  .damage 
. the  interests  of . many  businesses, ., 
especially  SMEs;  whereas  for 
payments  executed  by  the 
Commission  it  has  already  been 
decided to give certain creditors the 
right  to  receive  default  interest  on 
late payments; 
16.  Whereas  for  the  purposes  of the  Unchanged 
implementation of  this Directive, the 
Commission should be assisted by a 
committee of  an advisory nature, 
HAVE ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE: 
CHAPTER I 
Article 1 
Scope 
1  7.  Whereas it could be necessary, when 
this  Directive  is  reviewed,  to  take 
into consideration the possibility of 
addressing the consequences of long  · 
contractual payment periods; 
18.  Whereas  the  term  "contracting 
authorities" should,correspond to the 
definition · laid  down  in  Directive 
92/50/EEC.!.i  and  Directive 
93/37/EEC~  and should include, for 
the  purposes  of  the  present 
Directive,  the  "contracting entities" 
as defined in Directive 93/38/EEC!l. 
Article 1 
Scope 
The pr~vision~ of this Directive shall apply  Unchanged· 
to  all  payments  made  m 
commercial transactions. 
Article 2 
Definitions 
Article 2 
Definitions 
For the purposes of  this Directive:  For the purposes of  this Directive: 
1.  "commercial  transactions"  means  1. 
transactions  between  two  or  more 
natural or legal persons carrying on 
a  trade  or profession  acting  in  the 
course of their business, or between 
such persons and public authorities, 
11 
"commercial  transactions"  means 
transactions  between  undertakings 
which lead  to  delivery of goods  or 
provision  of  services  for 
remuneration; an undertaking is any 
organisation set up  on a permanent ( 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.. 
- . 
which lead to ·delivery of goods or· 
prov1s1on  of.  services  for 
remuneration; 
basis with an independent economic 
activity, even where it is carried on 
. by a single person and even where it 
is . not  intended ·to  make  a  profit; . 
.  contracting authorities shall in every 
case be deemed to be undertakings 
for the-purposes of  this Directive; 
2.  "late  payment"  meahs  failure'  to · Unchanged 
observe the contractual or statutory . 
terms of  payment; · 
3.  · ·  "retention of title'~_means retention  3. 
-~-the seller of title to the goods in 
q-q.estion until the buyer has paid the 
price in full; 
· 4.  "public authorities" means the State,  .4. 
regional or local authorities,. bodies 
governed- by .  public  law,  . or 
5. 
.. associations formed by one or more 
of  such  authorities .  or  bodies 
governed bv· public law.  A  body is 
considered to be governed by public 
!aw where it is established for  the 
·specific purpose of  meeting needsin 
.the gener'al interest; not being of an 
industrial" oi· commercial nature, has 
legal personality, and is financed for 
the  most  part  by  the  State,  or 
'regional or local authorities, or other 
bodies governed by public law, or is 
subject to management · supervision 
by  those  . bodies, ·  or  has  an 
administni.tive, .  managerial  or 
supervisory board more than half of 
whose  'm6mbers  are  appointed  by 
the  State,  regional .  or  local. 
authorities, or other bodies governed, 
~  public  ·law;  - · 
"publ~c  procurement  contracts".  5. 
means  contracts  for  pecumary 
interest  ·concluded  in.  writing 
between  a  ~ :c:n-'-':at.:..:u.:..;r.;:c,a"-:-1  _o:....:r;,._;_l"""'eg..,_a:....:l:......~:P...;;e.;:.;rs:....:o:...:.:n 
and public authorities. 
12 
"retention  of  titl_e"  means  the 
agreement,  irrespective  . of  any 
· formal  requirements,  that the  seller 
remains ·the owner of the ·goods .  iri 
que~tion  until  the  price  has  been 
paid in full; 
"contracting - authorities'' 
corresponds  to  the  definition  laid 
down in Directive  92/50/EEC~ and 
Directive 93/3  7/EEC1.2  and includes· 
the "contracting entities" as defined 
in Directive 93/38/EEC~  .. 
. 
"public  procurement  · contracts" 
means  cqntracts  for  pecuniary 
interest  conCluded  m  writing 
between  a  contracting  authority 
within. the meaning of paragraph 4 
and an undertaking which is  not a 
contracting authority. CHAPTER II 
Article 3 
Due date, interest and compensation fo_r 
the damage incurred 
.  1.  Member States shall ensure that: 
(a)  the due date for the payment 
of debts  shall  not· be  more 
than  21  calendar  days  from 
the  date  of  the  invoice, 
unless otherwise specified in 
the contract or in the  seller~s 
general conditions of  sale; 
in the absence of an invoice 
or if the. date of the invoice 
cannot  be  determined  with 
certainty or if the date of the 
invoice  is  earlier  than  the 
date of  delivery, the due date 
shall be calculated from  the  .  -
date of delivery of the goods 
or services; 
13 
CHAPTER II 
Article 3 
Default date, interest and compensation 
for the damage incurred 
1.  Member  States  shall  enact  the 
necessary  legislation  and  amend 
their procedural rules in such a way 
that, subject to the goods or services 
·.  having been duly provided and the 
underlying  legal  conditions  being 
correctly  fulfilled,  the  following  is 
ensured: 
(a) the default date for the payment 
of debts  shall  not  be more than  21 
calendar  days  from  the  date  of 
receipt  of  the  invoice,  unless 
otherwise specified in the contract or 
in the  seller's  general conditions of 
sale; 
(b)  the  invoice  shall  be deemed  to 
have been received no later than the 
fifth calendar day following the date 
of the  invoice, .unless  the buyer or 
seller  is  able  to  furnish  proof of 
receipt at another time; 
~)_in the absence of  an invoice or if 
the  date  of its  receipt  cannot  be 
determined  with  certainty  or if the 
date of  receipt is earlier than the date 
of supply  of the  goods  or services 
concerned,  the default date shall be 
.calculated from the latter date; 
(d)  where the default date specified 
in  the  contract  or  in  the  seller's 
general  conditions  of sale  is  more 
than 45  calendar days from the date 
of receipt of the  invoice, the buyer 
shall  provide  •  the  seller,  at  the 
buyer's cost, with a bill of  exchange, 
specifying explicitly the date for  its 
payment  and  guaranteed  by  an 
.. .  _/ 
• 
J 
). 
~  the creditor shall be entitled 
to  claim  interest  from  ,the 
debtor  on  any  outstanding 
amount when the due date as 
determined  under points  (a) 
and  (b) has· been  eXceeded 
without  the  creditor  haying 
received the amount due; 
@  interest  shall  accrue 
ill 
automatically  from  the  day 
after the due date without the 
· necesstty of  a: reminder; 
the  level  of interest  for  late 
payment  · (the  . ··"statutory_ 
rate"),. which  the  creditor is . 
· entitled to claim, shall be the 
sum  of  the  tender'  (repo)..: · 
interest rate ofthe European 
Central Bank (the "reference 
rate")  plus.  at  least 
8 percentage  points  (the 
"margin"),  unless  otherWise·· 
specified in the contract or in 
the  · seller's  · general 
conditions  of  sale;  for 
Member States which do not 
.  participate in the third phase 
·Of  Economic  and  Monetary : 
Union,  th~  reference  rates · 
referred to above shall be the 
equivalent rates  set by their 
central banks; 
the statutory rate for· interest 
on late payment shall change 
14  . 
accepted credit institution; 
(e) where the buyer fails  to  provide 
the seller with a bill of exchange in 
accordance with point (d) 'above, the 
· normal·  default  date · and·  level 'of 
interest  as  foreseen  in  this  article 
shall  be  applicable  and  any 
contractual derogations therefrom to 
the  detriment  of the. se.ller  shall be 
~utomatically · null  and  void; . the 
remainder  of  the  contract  shall 
,  remain in force; 
ill the  creditor  shall  be  entitled to  · 
·claim  interest . from  the  debtor  ·on 
ariy  outstanding  amount  when. the . 
default · date  as  determined  under 
· points  (a)  to  (e)  .  above  has ~been 
exceeded''  without  the  creditor 
· having receive.d the ~;\mount due; 
.{g}  interest  ·  ·  shall  accrue 
automatically from the day after the 
default date. without the necessity of 
a reminder; 
New  numbering:.  (e)  becomes  ili}, 
otherwise. unchanged.'  . 
New _numbering:  (f) -becomes ill and 
the  reference  to  point  (e)· becomes '2.' 
1. 
automatically  in  accordance 
with changes to the reference 
. rate mentioned in point ~; 
.  {g}  · in  addition  to  the  right  to 
interest, the creditor shall be 
entitled  to  claim  full 
compensation  from  the 
debtor  for  the  damage 
incurred. 
The margin -referred. to· in paragraph  2. 
1  (e)  may · be  modified  by  the 
Commission in accordance with the 
procedure referred to in Article 9 if 
it  , becomes  apparent  that  the 
statutory  rate  is  no  longer 
sufficiently  high  to  discourage .  the 
buyer  from  paying  late  and  to 
compensate  the  seller  for  any  loss 
incurred as  a result of late payment, 
in:  particular  for  any  interest  he 
would  have  to  pay  on  overdraft 
credit. 
Article 4 
Retention of  title 
3. 
Memb~r  States shall ensure that the  1. 
seller retains  title if he notifies  the 
buyer of  his intention of doing so in 
writing  no  later  than  the· ·  date  of 
'delivery ofthe goods. 
15 
(h}, otherwise unchanged. 
·New  numbering:  (g)  becomes  ffi, 
otherwise unchanged. 
New  numbering:  the  reference  to 
. point  1  (e)  becomes  1  @, otherwise 
·unchanged. 
Three  years  after  the  end  of the 
period  defmed  in  Article  1  0(1)  of 
the  Directive,  the  Commission, 
having  been  advised  by  the 
·Committee referred to  in Article 9, 
shall  undertake  a  review  of.  inter 
alia.  the statutory rate to  assess the 
impact  on  commercial  transactions 
and the operation of the legislation 
in  practice.  The  results  of  this 
review and of other reviews will be 
made  known  to  the  European 
Parliament. ' 
Article 4 
Retention of  title 
Member States shall ensure that the 
seller retains  title. if a  retention  of, 
title  clause has been  agreed.  Apart 
from an individual contract, such an 
agreement shall be. considered valid 
if the  retention  of title  clause  is 
contained  in  the  seller's  standard 
contract,  on  the  invoice,  or , on 
delivery  documents  accompanying 
• • 
) 
) 
2. 
3. 
.  ' 
2 .. 
Once  the  due  date  has \passed·  3. 
without  th~ buyer having paid,  the 
seller may claim  that the goods  in 
question be returned to him. As soon 
as 'the buyer takes possession of the . 
' · goods,  he  becomes  responsible  for 
any damage to or loss of the. goods. 
A valid notification may be made in 
the seller's standard contract, on the 
invoice, or in an individiiid contract. 
( 
.\. 
the  goods,  which  the  buyer  has 
received no later than at the tiine of 
· delivery,  and  to  which  he  has  not 
objected. No· other formality shall be 
required  . 
Member  States  shall. recogmse  the 
validity of the clauses contained  in 
the  Annex  or  of . clauses  having 
equivalent effect. 
Once  the  default  date  h:~.s  passed 
without  the  buyer having paid, the 
seller may claim that the  goods  in 
question  be  · retilln~d  to  him. 
Member States shall provide for the 
· retention  of title  to  be enforceable 
. against third parties, even in the case 
of  bankruptcy of  the debtor or in the 
case  ·of  any  ·  other  procedure 
recognised . as  being  similar  under 
. the legislation of  the Member States. 
No later than when the buyer t~es 
possession of the goods, he becomes 
. responsible  for  any  damage  to  or 
loss of  the goods. 
Member  States· shall· recognise  the  New  numbering:  this  paragraph  becomes 
validity of the clalises  contained in  4(2), otherwise unchanged~ 
the  Annex · or  of  clauses  having. 
equivalent effect.  ..  , 
Paragraph  1  shall  apply  only  to  Deleted 
d-ebts payable in a single instalment. 
\ 
Member - States  shail  · define  the  4. 
effect of the retention of title clause· 
as regards. those aspects not covered 
by this Directive and in particular as 
regards  the  'effect  on  third  parties 
acting in goo_d faith. 
Article 5'-
. Accelerated recovery procedu.r~s for 
. undisputed  -debts·  . 
Member  States  may  adopt 
provisions for the protection of third· · 
parties acting in  good faith,  and. as 
regards  · down·  payments  already 
_  made by the debtor. They may also 
adopt· provisions  concerning  goods 
which  are  incorporated  in  other ' 
movable or immovable property. 
Article 5 · 
Accelerated recovery I!_rocedures for . 
undi~puted debts 
1.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  Unchanged 
. there is an accelerated deot recovery  · 
procedure for· undisputed debts.  .. ·  ) 
16 \ 
2.  This  procedure  shall  apply  Unchanged 
irrespective  of the  amount  of the 
. 3. 
4. 
debt. 
This procedure shall be available to  Unchanged 
creditors  from  all  Member  States, 
irrespective  of  their  place  of 
residence. 
The creditor shall be able to choose  , Unchanged 
whether  or  not  he  wishes  to  be 
represented by a third person.,  · 
5.  The procedure before the court shall  Unchanged 
be formulated in such a way that a. 
period  of 60  calendar  days  is  not 
exceeded  from  the  receipt  of the 
creditor's request to  the time when 
the writ of execution or equivalent 
·document  - becomes·  enforceable. 
This period is without prejudice to: 
(a)  the  app'Iication  of the  rules  ·unchanged 
governing  notification  or 
service; and 
(b)  the rights of  the Q.efendant to 
dispute the debt. 
Article 6 
Unchanged 
Article 6 
Simplified legal procedures for small 
debts 
Simplified legal procedures for small 
debts 
_  Member States shall ensure that simplified  Member States shall ensure that simplified 
procedures are  available  for  debts  up  to  a  procedures are  available for  debts up  to  a 
threshold, which shall not be less_ than ECU  ceiling,  which shall not be less than ECU 
20 000.  Th~.se procedures sha_ll  provide for  · 20 000. These procedures shall provide for 
simple,  low-cost methods  for  taking  legal  simple,  low-cost methods  for  taking  legal 
action for the settlement of  debts.  _  action for the settlement of  debts. 
l'}r;--
This sum can if necessary be modified by  Unchanged 
the  Commission  to  reflect  changing 
economic conditions in accordance with the 
procedure referred to in Article 9. 
These  procedures · shall ·be  available  to  Unchanged 
· creditors  -from  all  Member  States 
irrespective of  their place of  residence. 
17 
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I CHAPTER HI  -CHAPTER HI 
Article 7  Article 7 
Trarasparency  nn public prccurement . 
contracts 
:Transparency in public procurement-· 
-contracts 
Member  States  shall . ensure  that . public  Member  States.  shall  ensure  that  public 
procurement  contracts  coirtain  precise  procurement  contracts · -contain  precise 
details  . pf  ·  the  payment  periods  and  details  of the  default  dates  m1d  deadlines 
deadlines applied by the public authorities.  ·applied by the contracting  authorities,~ 
In  partiC~lar,"  time limits  shall_ be  fixed  for  ·if these  default  dates· and  deadlines . are 
the  corripJetion  of  pre-payment  .  determined in  general  conh;act .  conditions 
administrative  formalities,  · such·  as  laid down by law. In particular, time limits 
public works reception-procedures.  shall  be  fixed  for  the  completion  of pre--
payment administrative formalities, such as 
public  works  reception  procedures.'  A · 
similar  obligation  of  transparency_  shal! .  · 
appiy  in  the.' relationship  between  a  main 
contractor and a. subcontractor carrying out 
publicworks~ · 
ArtiCle 8 
Prompt payment, due date and automatic 
J  •  ·  interest  ~  ~ · · 
. Article 8 
Prompt payment, default date and 
automatic interest · 
..  Memb.er States shall ensure that:  1v!e1Ilber States'shall ensure that: 
. -1;  the  due  date  for  the  :payment  of  1. . 
contractual  debts . by  the  public . 
. authorities  . as  determined  under 
Article  3(1)(a)  and  (b)  does :not 
exceed  60  c~lendar ··  days; ·  tl)e 
contract  shall  in  rio  circumstances 
override  that  .  ·maximum  payment 
····.period; 
13 
the "default  date for the payment of 
contractual debts ·by  the contracting  .· 
authorities  as  determined · under 
Article ·3(1)(a). to  (c)  shall  no{  be 
more than  45  calendar dayg  ·except 
~where  the  value  of  fhe  contract 
exceeds  ECU  1  00;000  where  the 
maximum  default  date  :will ·.be · 60 
calendar days;  the  contract shaH  in 
no  circumstances  override  these 
·maximum default dates;·· in  a p~ 
contract, the main contractor has to 
grant conditions to the supp1iers and 
subcontractors which are  at least as 
favourable  as .those  grci.'lted  to· the 
inain  contractor  by  the  contractiJ!g 
authority;  . 
In  order  to  guarantee · ·  these 
conditions  to  .  suppliers  and 
subcontractors,  the  main  contractor 
shall  be  required  .  to  .  provide  ·  a 
guarantee made out  to  the .  supplier . 
or  subcontnictor  covering payment · 
of  all  the .  amounts  owed.  This 
) 2.  a creditor shall be entitled to interest  2. 
from  the  public  authority  on  any. · 
· outstanding  amount  when  the. due 
date has been exceeded; the interest 
shall  be  calculated  as  set  out  in 
Article 3(1)@ and~.  and shall be 
paid  automatically  by  the  public 
authority without the necessity of a 
claim; 
3. ·  ·the public authority is not permitted.  ·  3. 
to request or require that the creditor 
waives any of the rights referred to 
in this Article. 
CHAPTER IV 
Article 9 
Committee 
guarantee  shall be executable upon 
expiry· of 60 calendar days from the 
date of submission of the invoice to 
the  main contractor by the supplier 
or subcontractor. 
a creditor shall be entitled to interest 
from  the  contracting:  authority  on 
any  outstanding. amount  when  the 
default date has been exceeded; the 
interest shall be calculated as set out 
in Article 3(1){g} and {hl,  and shall 
be  paid  automatically  by  the 
.  contracting·  authority  without  the 
necessity of  a claim; 
the  contracting  authority  is  not 
permitted to request or require that· 
the creditor waives any of the rights 
referred to  in this Article, nor may 
the  ·main·  contractor  request  or 
require  that  his  suppliers  or 
subcontractors waive those rights. 
CHAPTER IV 
Article 9 
Committee 
For  the  purposes  of . reviewing  the  Unchanged 
functioning  of  this  Directive  and  in 
particular for the cases mentioned in Article. 
3(2) and Article 6, the Commission shall be 
assisted  by·  a  committee  of an  advisory 
nature  comp.osed  of the  representatives of 
the  Member  Sta~es  and  chaired  by  the 
· ·representative of  the Commission.· 
The representative of the Commission shall 
submit  to  the  committee  a  draft  of the 
measures to be taken.  The committee shall 
deliver  its  opinion on the  draft,  within  a 
time  limit  which  the  chairman  may  lay 
down  according  to  the  urgency  of the 
matter, if  necessary by taking a vote. · 
The  opinion  shall  be  ·recorded  in  the 
~inutes;  · in  addition,  each  Member State · 
shall  have  the · right  to  ask  to  have  its 
position recorded in the minutes. 
The  Commission  shall  take  the  utmost 
19 -account  of the  opm10n  delivered  by the 
committee. It shall inform the committee of 
the manner in which  its  opinion has been 
taken into account. 
Article 10 
Transposition 
Article.)O 
Transposition · 
1:  Me111ber States shall bring into force  Unchanged 
2. 
· the ·  laws, ·  regulations  ·  and 
administrative  provisions  necessary 
to comply with this Directive by 31 
December 2000 at the  latest.  They 
shall  - forthwith  ·  inform  the 
. Commission thereof. 
. 
When  Member  States  adopt  these  ' 
provisions,  these  shall  contain . a 
·reference  to  this  Directive  or shall· 
be accompanied by such reference at 
the time of their official publication. 
The  procedure  for  such  .  reference 
shall be adopted by Member ~ta1~s. 
Member·  States  may  maintain  or· 2. 
bring  into  force  provisions  which 
· are  stricter  than  ~the  provlSlons 
necessary  to.  comply  with  ..  this 
· Directive. 
·-
Member  States  may  maintain  or 
bring· into · force  provisions  which 
are more ·favourable to the creditor 
·  than  the ·  provisions  .  necessary  to .  · 
comply with this Directive·. 
3.  Member  States  shall  communicate  Unchanged 
to  the  Commission the  text  of the 
mam  laws,  · regulations  or 
administrative  prov1s1ons·  which 
· they adoptin the  field  covered  by 
this birecti~e. 
Article 11 ·  Article 11  · 
Entry into force  Entry into force 
· This Directive shall enter into force on the  · Unchanged 
twentieth  day  following  that ·  of  its 
,publication  in the  Official Journal  o/.the 
European Communities.  · 
20 Article 12 
Addressees 
This Directive is  addressed to  the Member  Unchanged 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the European Parliament,  For the Council, 
The President  .  The President 
Article 12 
Addressees ~·. 
n· 
j:. 
_Annex  .Annex 
Li~t of clauses· to be rec.og.nised by 
Memf?erStates for the.purposes of 
ilrticle 4  :  · 
List of clauses to be recognised by 
Member St1!tes for tliJ.e purposes of -
· ·  ·  ilrticle 4 . · 
ES:  "El :~~ndedor conservara Iapropiedad  ES: "El' vend~do;·con~ervara Ia  propiedad. 
de los bienes hasta elpago."  de  .los bienes hasta el pago final."· 
I 
Dil:  ·~'Varen forbliver  srelg~rens  ~jend~m, -:nA: "Varen .forbliver  s_relgerens  ejendom, 
indtil den er betalt." ·  ·  indtil den er fuldstrendig  bet~tlt." 
DE: 
EL: 
"Die  Ware·  .. verbleibt  .  his  zur  -DE:  "Die .Ware bleibt his ?:Ur vollstandigen 
Bezahlung ·  im  -Eigeritum  .  des  , Bezahlung  im  Eigentum  des 
Verkaufers."  V erkaufers."  : 
"0  1i:roA:11tit~  mipaKpa-rsi  .  'tllV 
KUptO'tll'ta  -rrov  aya9rov  -l!BXJ?l  .  va 
SS0cpA!]9ei 'tO tig!]gli 'tOU£.~' .  . 
-EL: "0  xro).llnl~  •  .  _1iapaKpa-rei · 
KUPW'tll'ta  -rrov  ayq9rov  JlBXPl 
. xA.i)p!] ssocpA.t]cr!J iou ngi)Jla-ros" 
EN:  '~The·  goods ~emain·  the property of  the  .  EN: "The goods remain· the property ofthe 
-seller Until payment.".  seller until  fully paid."  ·  · 
\. 
FR:  "Les tiJarchandises restent Ia propriete  FR: "Les marchandises restent la propriete' · 
du vend~ur  jtisqu'au paiement."  '''  du  vendet.ir  · jusqu'ati: . paiement· 
complet." 
IT:  "Le  merci  restano  di  pro  prieta  del  IT:  '~Le .  merci · restano  di  pro prieta  del. 
venditore fino alpagamento;"  vendi!oreotino al pieno pagamento." 
NL:  "De .waren  blijven  .tot  de_ betaling  NL: "De  waren ·  blijv~n. tot  de  volleclige 
· eigendom van de verkoper.''  betaling·eigendom v~  deverkoper.''. 
.  . 
PT: . "0  vendedor conservara a propnedade 
·  · dos  hens ·.  ate  ao  momeilto  do 
pagamento." 
PT:  "0 vendedor conservara a propriedade 
dos  ·hens  ate . :ao  ,. moinento  .  do 
FI:  -"Tavcira  on  niyyjan  .omaisuutta~  ~I: 
kunn~s  kauppahinta on makserlu.'~ .< .. ' 
-~- .  . 
· _pagamento final."-
--~ 
· :•'Tavara·  on  myyjan  .omaisuutta, 
· kurines  ·  kauppahinta  on 
kokonaisuudessaan maksettu." . 
SV:  "Varo.tna. forqlir -'saljarens  egendo~· SV:  "Varoma  forblir  saljarens  egendom  '·· 
tills de betalats~"  - .  tills de betalatshelt .o·ch hallet." . 
22 THE;. IMPACT OF THE PROPOSAL ON BUSIN~SS 
with special reference to small and medium-sized businesses (SMEs) 
·Title of ProposaJ:.  Amended proposal for a European Parlhnnent 'and Council  D~rective 
cQmbating late payment in commercial transactions  · · · · 
..  Document reference number: .  .  .· 98016. 
THE PROPOSAL 
1.  ·  Taking  account  of the  principle  of subsidiarity,  why  is  Community  legislation 
necessary in this area and  what are its main aims? 
.. 
This proposal contains a package of  measures to combat late payment in commercial 
transactions in the European Community. The measures apply to all late payments 
between businesses, and between. the public sector and businesses. They apply to all 
undertakings,  including  .  incorporated  and  unincorporated  businesses  and  the .. 
self.,employed, who meet the definition of"undertaking" contained in Article 2 (1). 
The  general  aim of this proposal  is  to  encourage respect of contractually agreed 
payment periods, for the benefit of all businesses. ·It provides a legal framework to 
. deter  late  payers  .from.  paying -.late,  to  give  rights. to  creditors  for  adequate 
· compensation when they are paid late· and to  provide or improve procedUr-es .  for 
recovering debts so that these procedures are efficient, inexpensive and. fast. Finally; 
there  are  also :.'specific  measures  to  improve  the  payment  perrormance  of the 
public authorities.  .  · 
There is  evidence· that late payments are hindering the smooth functioning of the 
Internal  Market21.  There  are  l~ge,  differences  between  payment practices  in  the· 
· CommunitY, and these differences are deterring firms· from engaging in cros~.,.border 
traqe.  'rhe  ·.differences between  Member  States'· legislation  on  late ·payments, 
different redress procedures and different approaches to compensation for the costs 
of recovering  debts .. are. also  acting  as  -~ barrier. to  cross-border  tr~de.  Finally; 
differences in payment times and problems of  late payment are also .damaging firms~ 
competitiv~ness22,  '  .  .  .  .  .  . .  ' 
The Commission's Recommendation of l99S  on payment periods  in  commercial 
transactions23  gave Member States the opportunity to tackle the problem themselves, 
21  See for example European Payment Habits Survey 1996, Intrum Justitia, Amsterdam, April1997. 
22  See Commission Report on late payments in commercial transactions, OJ C 216, 17.7.1997, p.  10,  in 
particular sections 3.1 and 3.2.  · 
23  OJ L 127, 10.6.1995, p. 19 .. 
23 • 
in  the· form  of a  non-binding  instrument.  However,  the  Commission's  report  of 
· July 1-997  concluded that there had beeri insufficient action by the  Member States, 
and  that further  measures  to  reduce  late p~yments in the  Community,  such  as  a 
Directive, should be proposed24; The latest statistics also indicate that the problems 
of late payment have not improved in many Member States since the Commission's 
Recommendation was issued2s.  ·  · 
.  . 
Given the insufficient  action  by the  Member  States  and  the. persistent  damaging 
effects  of late payment on  the  smooth  functioning  of the Single Market,  it  now 
appears that a binding instrument ln. the  foim  of a Directive should be  proposed~ 
Taking into account the principle of subsidiarity in Article 3b_of the Treaty, it is npw 
apparent that the objective of  reducing late payment within the Single Market cannot 
be sufficiently achieved by the Memb.er States acting individually and can be better 
achieved by action by ~he Community'  as a whole_.  ·.  · 
THE IMPACT  ON BUSINESS IN GENERAL . 
2. ··  Who will be affected by the proposal? 
There  are basically two situations where businesses in general will be affected by  ·" 
the proposal;.  ·  ·  ' 
(a)  Wh(m a business.is-paid.iate by another business; 
. .  . 
(b)  When'  a business pays another business late:. 
According_ to  a number of sur\reys, there· are wide variations:between contractually·.·. 
agreed  payment times and  actual payment tirpes ·  in EEA countries26.  The- long~st . 
average paymei:J,t times tend to be in Greece, Portugal and Italy. The shortest average 
· . payment times are in· Norway, Finland and Sweqen. The countries with the longest 
·average  ·overdue  record  (i.e.  the  number  of days  between  the  actual  payment 
period  and  the. ·contractual. credit  period)  are  Portugal,.  Italy,  Belgi'um,  Greece, 
· the Netherlangs and the United Kingdom.  · 
The' sectors, which are  frequently rated as  the worst payers in Europe, ·tend to  be 
construction,  the  public  sector,  transport/logistics,  retail/whoiesale- and  primary 
.  industries.  By contrast, .  banking/insurance;  chemicals  and  telecoinmuriications  are 
rated as the best paying sectors27.  · 
Large ·businesses are  the  customers, which. tend to  take the longest  t~ pay across : "· 
. E;urope,  folltiwed  by the public sector ahd •Sm(lll  businesses~ Large  ~nterpnses aie ·  . 
.  quoted as  the type of customers, which take the longest to pay' in 32% of cases for 
the EU average, with the figure!;  p~icularly  high in Spain (49%).and Italy (41 %)2s. 
One survey for  the 1.Jnited Kingdom in  1994 found. the .highest levels of total net 
sums  outsta11ding  late  were  in  the  manufacturing,  constmcVon  and  wholesale 
) 
24  OJC216, r7.7.1997,sections2.1 and4. 
25  . OJ C216, 17.7.1997, section 2.2. 
26  See summary of  recent statistics in  OJ C 216, 17.7.-1997, section 2.2. 
i 7  Eur'opean Payment Habits Survey 1996, Intrum Justitia,.Amsterdam, Apri11997. 
28  European Business Survey, Grant Thornton International Business Strategies Ltd., spring 1997, p. 25 . 
. 24 sectors, with the  lowest levels- in retail,  primary  industries  and transport29•  There 
were  also  significant  regional  differences.  Another  recent  survey  for  the  uK 
confirmed that the manufacturing sector had the worst payment record (14.0% of 
payments on time), followed by construction (20.4%) and wholesalers (20.6%), with 
the best payment performance by far  in the financial services sector (31.6%)30.  The 
survey  also  found  that  twic~ as  many  small  businesses  paid  their  bills  on  time 
compared with larger companies (23 .2% of  small businesses paid on time compared 
to 13.8% of  medium-sized businesses and 9.7% oflarge businesses).  · 
In  France,  net  borrowers  (i.e.  those  who  benefit  most  from  trade  credit)  are 
concentrated in the r~tail s~ctor, particularly in large-scale food distribution, and in 
the  wholesale,  automobile,  and  car sales/repairs  sectors31 ..  The amounts  of trade 
credit  are concentrated in large businesses,  with 43%  of trade  credit enjoyed by 
businesses 'Yith  more than 500 employees and 31% by businesses with more than 
2 000 employees. Net lenders are more dispersed in different sectors hut are found 
mainly in producers of intermediary goods and plant and machinery, the wholesale 
sector and business services.  57% of trade credit is given by firms  with less  than 
500 employees. Recent trends in trade credit have favoured the largest enterprises 
and disadvantaged· SMEs. This is confirmed by a recent study by Experian for the 
UK market which found that large companies were getting slower at paying their 
invoices  (plus  23.3% compared  to  the  average)  whereas  small  businesses  were 
paying fasterll. 
Finally, particularly acute payment problems have been reported in the construction 
industry in Spain, with average payment times of 215  days by large construction 
firms to SMEs supplying construction materials33. There haye also been very severe 
payment problems reported for the suppliers of  health .equipment to public hospitals 
in Italy (average payment time of 307 days), Spain (305 days), Portugal and Greece, 
with wide regional variations34. 
The proposal will also set new requirements to ensure prompt payment by the public 
authorities  in  all  Member  States.  The  statistics  published  by  Creditteform  have 
consistently shown that public contracting authorities take much longer to pay their· 
invoices than private businesses. For example, in Austria; the portion of businesses 
which are paid after more than 60 days;  is· 28.8% in the case of public debtors . 
whereas  this  number  drops  to  only  16%  in . the  case  of private  debtors~. The 
Experian study confirms that public utilities have the worst payment record in the 
UK~. Moreover,  there. is  evidence. that  public  contracting  authorities  treat  the 
. smallest enterprises, namely craft businesses, even worse than other SMEsTI; 
29  Forum of  Private Business, London, 31  March 1994. 
30  Survey of  the payment performance in Britain, Dun & Bradstreet, London, October 1997. 
31  Observatoire des de1ais de paiement, cinquieme rapport, Paris, septembre 1997, p  .. 10. 
32  News release of 16.7.1998, Experian, Nottingham. 
33  Confederation of Suppliers of Construction Materials (CEPCO), Report on the Spanish Construction 
Industry, Madrid, September 1996. 
34  European Diagnostic Manufacturers Association, October 1997. 
35  "Wirtschaftslage Mittelstand in Osterreich, Friihjahr 1998", Creditreform, Vienna 1998, p.  12-13. 
36  News release of 16.7.1998, Experian, Nottingham. 
37  "Wiitschaftslage Handwerk, Friihjahr 1998", Creditreform, Neuss 1998, p. 20. 
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-3._  What will bust  ness have to do If! comply with the proposal? 
For businesses generally, the provisions in the proposal relating to compensation for 
late pc;tyment  (Article 3) will introduce new rights and obligations. Businesses will 
have to  respect these new rights  and obligations, which aim  to  provide adequate 
compensation for creditors who are  paid~ late_ and to. deter late payers from  paying 
late.  At  the  same ·time,  the  amended  proposal  largely  respects  the _principle  of 
contractual  fre~dom so that the parties to a contract will remain free to negotiate and 
agree .  for  example  the default  <fate  for  pay'ment  and  the. rate of interest  on  late 
payment. 
.  However, if they choose a default date of more than 45  calendar d~ys, the amended · 
~ proposal obliges the buyer to provide the seller with a guaranteed Bill of  Exchange 
(Article 3 (l)(d)). The cost involved in providing such Bill of Exchange has to be 
borne  by -the. buyer.  It is  expected  that  this  will  greatly  reduce  the  number pf 
contracts where such long payment periods are used. In fact, the average contractual 
payment period of the six best Member States  is  only 25 _days .. The Community- · 
average  is  39 days.  PaYment  periods of more than 45. days  should therefore  be 
considered an exception and be restricted to a very limited number of·cases. Where . 
they nevertheless occur they are usually not necessary for examining the invoice or 
the quality of the goods and services supplied. Rather, they tend to reflect superior 
market  power on the  part of  the  buyer who  wishes  to  .obtain  trade  credit  at  the 
expense of  his supplier. sci that it appears justified making the buyer bear the cost of 
the Bill of  Exchange.  ·  ·  ·  · 
The arriended  proposal also  obliges  the  main  co~t~actor in  a  public procurement 
contract  to  provide  a  guarantee  rriade  out  to  his  subcontractors  l;Uld  suppliers 
covering payment of all the amounts owed within 60 days. This obligation reflects 
the fact that subcontractors and suppliers are dependent on the main contractor who 
should be prevented from exploiting his position_for obtaining unusually long trade 
credit at their expense. It is expected that this will greatly reduce the number of  cases 
where suppliers and subcontractors go  bankrupt because of the main contractor's 
unreasonably delaying payment. 
· Whenever the contractual oblig~tion or the statutory ·req~irement to pay is breached, · 
businesses which are paid late will be able  to: seek compensation and businesses 
.  which pay late will be required to pay compensation in the-form  of payment of 
interest  and  of  the  other  costs  of . pursuing,  debts,  such  as  legal  fees  and 
administrative costs .. · 
,  I 
:The .  interest .on  late payment will accrue  automatically·,  without the need Jor the 
_creditor to send a reminder (Article 3, paragraph l(g)). This will bring administrative 
savings for'businesses in those Member States (e.g.  Belgium) where a  reminder is 
. current~y required.- ·  ·  · 
'  :  '  I 
· The uniform retention of  title clause (Article 4) will bringadministrative savings for. 
businesses, which use retention-of  title clauses, in particular fo'f exp6f1s. The present 
situation is that exporters may need to  have a specific. retention of title clause for 
each Member State to which they are exporting, in order .to-comply with-the different  - · 
legal  requirements  in.· each  Member  State.  That  imposes  additional  burdensome 
requirements on businesses. Businesses will now be able to use a single retention of 
title clause by using. one of the formulae or an equivalent formula in the proposal. 
There will also he savings of  legal and administrative C_!)Sts by removing the need for 
26 businesses  in  some  Member  States  to  go  'through. formal  ·requirements  such  as 
registering the contract or using a notary.  Initially, businesses may ha.ve  to modify 
their standard contract or individual contracts to  ensure that they comply with the 
uniform retention of title clause. However, these modifications should involve little 
cost and  should be one-off.  The costs should be far  outweighed by the long-term 
administrative  savings,  as. well  as  by the  stimulus to  exports,  which  the  uniform 
retention of  title clause will bring. 
The proposals on redress procedures (Articles 5 and 6) aim to  ensure that creditors 
can pursue debts quickly, efficiently and at minimum expense. The changes should 
bring savings to businesses which use these procedures by reducing the formalities 
involved and keeping the financial cost to a minimum, in particular for cases where 
the  debtor  and  creditor  are  in  different  Member- States.  Regarding  accelerated 
recovery procedures· (Article 5), the removal of the ceiling (based on the amount of 
the debt)  to  which the procedures apply in some Member States will  allow  more 
debts to be subject to accelerated procedures. In Germany, the accelerated recovery 
procedure (Mahn_verfahren) has no ceiling and in 1996 over eight million cases were 
processed through the system. In this system, the average fee  for a typical debt is  · 
around  ECU  17  compared  to  ECU  100  for  using  the  more  traditional  legal 
procedures for pursuing debts. 
For the simplified legal procedures for  small. debts (Article 6), the ceiling of ECU 
20 000  will  mean that  many more  commercial transactions  are  covered by these 
procedures, so that more businesses can. benefit from the relative speed and low cost 
of"Small Claims Courts". 
The public .authorities will have to  ensure that notices of public procurement and 
tender specifications contain precise details of  payment times (Article 7).  This will 
involve some administrative costs, although if  standard details of  payment times are 
used then the costs will be one-off. 
Public.  authorities will  also  have  to  comply with obligations regarding maximum 
. payment periods andautomatic payment of  interest on late payment (Article 8). This 
will involve  the  modification  of contractual  clauses  as  well  as  the  setting  up  of 
administrative  systems  and  procedures  within  public  authorities ·to  ensure  that 
payment  deadlines  are  met.  There  may  be  costs  related  to  changing  computer 
systems.  The  need  to_  set  up  such  procedures  was  already  highlighted  in  the 
Commission's Recommendation ofl995 (Article 6(b) and (c)). In Ireland, which has 
recently introduced a· law on prompt payment by the public sector, the administrative 
costs of setting up  and_ running systems for  automatic payment of interest on late 
payment are not thought to be significant. It is_ thought that no additional manpower 
will be required to handle the new procedures. 
4.  What economic effects is the proposal likely to have? 
This  proposal  is  expected  to  bring  very  significant  benefits  to  businesses,  in 
particular to  SMEs.  Reducing late payment will improve businesses' cash flow.  It 
will also  reduce  financing  costs,  which are  caused by being paid late.  Businesses 
will  benefit from  reductions  in  the  heavy  administrative costs  of pursuing debts, 
saving  time  and  manpower  on  for  example  sending  reminders,  managing 
outstanding claims  and  pursuing debts  through various  redress procedures. 'There 
will also be savings on the legal costs of  pursuing debts. 
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Moreover, when busi~esses are paid late, they will be adequately compensated for . 
all  of the  costs  incurred.  This will again  ~have a  positive  impact  on businesses.' 
profitability and· on competitiveness. · 
Shorter  payment .  times  will  strengthen  businesses'  balance.  sheet ,  position  by 
reducing the proportion of  trade receivables in their, total assets. Businesses will thus 
be less likely to fail. Haying cash  flowing mo're rapidly through the chains of  buyers  l 
and  suppliers  will  also  make  chains  of insolvencies  less rlikely  when one major 
· customer fails to pay on time  . 
To. give  some.  idea  of the  scale  of the  potential  benefits,  one  survey  for  the 
United Kingdom in 1994 estimated that there was GBP 10 billion (ECU 14.8 billion) 
n:et  late trade credit owed to private businesses in the UK, so ·that eliminating late 
payment  altogether  would  result  in businesses  benefiting  by  receiving  that  net 
amountJB.  Assuming . that  the  amou~t of trade  debt  in  th~  UK  was  roughly 
representative  for  other  Member  States,  and  based  on  the  total . number  of 
UK businesses  as  a  proportion  of  the  total  number  of .enterprises  in  the 
Community39, the total amount of net late trade debt owing to EU businesses could 
be in the region of  ECU 90 billion.  .  ·  · 
Assuming an average bank lending rate of 12%, th~  inte~est cost to EU businesses of · 
late payment could be aroWid ECU 10.8 billio~ per annum.  ·  · 
.  - . 
The proposals will  also have a positive impact on employment. According to  one 
source, one out of four insolvencies in Europe is due to late payment40. There were 
an . estimated  207,800  insolvencies  in  Western  Europe  in  1997!!.,  with  micro:. 
enterprises (less than 10 employees) representing the bulk of these casesi£. This led 
to a loss of 1.8 rrtilli0n jobs and of94.5-billion ECU in receivable~:  The number of 
jobs lost as a result oOate payment could therefore be in the region of  450 000 per 
year whereas the amount of receivables lost due to late payment amounts to 23.6 
billion ECU per year. Apart from maintaining these jobs and economic values, the 
proposals, by improving businesses'  cash {low,  profitability and ·competitiveness,· 
and by creating a healthy payment climate .in E~ropean economies, are likely to lead 
to firms hiring more staff. 
The proposals will also have a positive impact on competitiveness.  Firm~ will be 
able  to  take  the payment period· more  accurately  into  account when calculating 
prices.  Those  firms,  which  currently  incrt;:ase  prices  to  take  into  account- long 
payment times and anticipated late paym~nt, in particular for exports, will be able to 
reduce prices if they are confident of being paid more quickly. Moreover, reducing 
· the·· amount of  late trade debt will free resources for more productive uses such as for 
research and teclu}.ological development. 
38  Forum of  Private Business, London, 31 March 1994. 
39  The figures  are 2.549 million and 15.777  mill~on respectively:  Enterprises in Europe, Fourth Report, 
European Commission/Eurosta_  t,  1996.  · 
\,  . 
4° Federation.  Nationale_  de  !'Information  d'Entreprises  et  de  la  Gestion  de  Creances,  Lyon, 
· September 1997.  ..  . 
41  "lnsolvenzen in Europa 1997/98", Creditreform, Neuss  1998, p.  3 (figures for the EU  Member States 
minus Portugal for lack of  reliable statistics plus Switzerland and Norway). 
42  Fifth  Report  of the  European  Observatory . for  SMEs,  European  Network  for  SME  Researc~, 
November 1997, chapter 7:. "Failures andb~ptcies".  ' 
43  "Insolvenzen in Europa.1997  /98", Creditreform, Neuss 1998, p. 34. 
28 An overall reduction of late payment in the Community, improved procedures for 
recovering  debts  in  another  Member  State  and  the  uniform  reten_tion  of title 
. . clause will also encourage intra-Community trade. This will intensify participation 
in the  Single Market and contribute to  achieving  the objective of economic_ and 
social cohesion.  · 
Finally,' prompter payment by the public authorities will have a positive effect on the 
economy as a whole. Suppliers to the public authorities who ar.e paid on time will in 
turn be in a 'position to pay their suppliers on time, and this will have a beneficial 
trickle-down effect on the economy. This will be all the more true as the amended 
proposal foresees  that in a public procurement contract the main contractor must · 
pass on to his subcontractors or suppliers any favourable conditions wP,ich  he has 
obtained from the contracting authority.··  · 
· IMP  ACT ON SMEs 
5.  Does the proposal contain measures to take account ofthe specific situation of  small 
and medium sized  firms (reduced or different requirements etc)?  · 
The amended proposal contains two measures, which will particularly benefit SMEs. 
The first consists of  Article 3(1)(d) which obliges the buyer to provide a guaranteed 
Bill of Exchange at his cost if the default date is more than 45  calendar days from 
the date of receipt of the invoice. It is clear that it will usually be larger enterprises 
who insist on such long payment periods, and it will therefore be SMEs who benefit 
from the 'security provided by a Bill of Exchange or alternatively from the buyer's 
willingness to fix  shorter payment periods in order to avoid the need for a Bill of 
Exchange. 
The second measure, which will particularly benefit SMEs; consists of  the guarantee 
which· the  main  contractor  has  to  provide  to  his  suppliers  and  subcontractors 
according to the second subparagraph of Article 8(1 ). Here again, it will most likely 
be SMEs who are confronted with the main contractor and who will henceforth be 
protected against unusually long payment periods on his part. 
While the Directive applies to all businesses, it will be of  particular benefit to those 
SMEs, which sell goqds or services without written contracts (the majority ofSMEs' 
commercial transactions are estimated to  be carried out without written contracts). 
The  proposal  will  proVide  clarity  and  certainty  on  the  default  date  and  the 
consequences of  paying late ... 
It has been· argued - most often by organisations representing th~ interests of la.ll'ge 
businesses  - that  SMEs  may  suffer  from  the  increased  interest  rate  foreseen  in 
Article  3(1 )(h).  This  is  however  contradicted  by  the  organisations  representing 
SMEs and craft businesses, notably UEAPME who support the proposed directive, 
including the increased interest rate. Some of the SME organisations have reported 
that their members have pleaded f01r  an even higher interest  ~rate than the one · 
proposed here, as their members have to pay overdue interest to their banks at a level 
of  up to 17% which may not be fully compensated by the interest rate proposed here. 
Moreover, the statistical material cited under .point 2 above and notably the statistics 
presented by the French Observatoire des Delais de Paiement show that the bulk of 
the interest, which will have to be paid, namely 74%, will have tc be shouldered 
by  large enterprises whereas  SMEs  (defined  here  as  enterprises  of up  t~ 500 
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employees) will have to pay the remainder. SMEs will therefore be ;net beneficiaries 
of  this Directive.  · 
CONSULTATION 
List the  ~rganisations whi~h have been consulted about the proposal and o.utline 
their main views·  ·- ·  ·  ·  ··  ·  · 
There has been  wid~spread  _consultation  with  interested parties on the problem  of 
late payments over a number of years.  A first round of consultation was based on a 
Commission  working  document  on  the  problem  of the  time  taken  to . make 
payments in  commercial  transactions44  ..  · More  than  130  written  comments  were  / 
teceived  from  national and  European  professional  organisations  and -from  some 
Member' States. A public hearing was also organised on] and 8 July-1993, where 
some 30 organisations expressed their views.  '  '  ' 
A second round of  consultation followed _the publication of  the Cominission's report 
of July  1997.  114  written  responses  were  received,  mainly  from  national  trade 
associations, as  well as  from  European organisations, including those representing · 
businesses,  lawyers  and  debt  collection  agencies.  91  (80%)  were  in  favour  of 
EU legislation  on  late  payments,  and  23  (20%)  were  broadly  against.- The 
.Conimission also organised a public hearing on 7 October 1997, where more than _ 
200 people were pr.esent.  There was also strong support for  EU ·legislation at the 
public  hearing,  including  from  members  of the  European  Parliament .and  the 
Economic and Social.Coinmittee. 
.  -
The responses showed strong support for a right to interest on late payments with a 
rate of interest. set high enough to  deter late payers. There was also strong support · _ 
for the right for the creditor to be ·compensated for the full costs of pursuing debts, 
such  as  administrative  and  legal  costs.  All  those  who· commented  on  ~he public 
sector were in favour of legislative action, for  example setting maximum payment 
time,s and an automatic right to interest for late payments by the public secto:r,__ There 
. was  also  unanimous  ·support  for  an  EU-wide  retention  of title/ clause.  _Many 
responses favoured simplifying redress procedUres. Finally, debt collection agencies 
at both  European  and  national  level  have  called  for  licensing  of debt  collection 
··  agencies in all Member· States and for a proper Single Market for  the recovery of 
· debtswith mutual recognition oflicerice_s in the Cominunity. 
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